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The Hangover Party

The Theta Chi House had the atmosphere necessary for complete insensitivity to any worries connected with Tech. Music and a full bowl of punch were all contributing factors. The climax of the evening was a talent show of Theta Chi's—The Shuffle Rhythm Boys, George Downie, Tom Hudson, Jack Stewart, and Charlie Townsend were applauded for their fine act.

The Sailor Dance

Up the gangplank, past the blinking lights and into a world of fish nets and blasting harbor horns (de- scribed by Stan Sheets and Van Edinger) was the S.A.E. Sailor Dance. Stan Harris provided a solid rhythm and fast tunes for dancing and er- enizing and Ernie Marshall worked up a novel act for intermission.

Phi Na Delta Informal

The Phi's and their guests were very informal—down to John Shaw whose costume was a barrel. Beer was on hand in generous quantity and there was dancing and singing a plenty.

Delta Kappa Epsilon

The Deke's celebrated their foot- ball victory over Delta Phi by hav- ing an informal party Saturday night. All they were some Deke's from Brown University and their dates. Their neighbor, the Phi's, who held a helping hand in a fashion show given by some of the girls' college.

WANT TO RAISE YOUR GRADE IN 8:03?

I have lost an 8½ x 11 blue notebook containing a re-write of Chapter 2—"Principles of Physics II." Thousands of sopho- mores will suffer if deprived of the benefits of this new treatment of "Gauss's law made easy." The utmost consideration will be given to anyone who can locate this book and return it to Room 4-314.

Francis W. Seals

CORSAGES

FOR THE JUNIOR PROM

2 Large Gardenias $3.00
Orchid 5.00
Roses 3.00
Camellias 4.00
Baby Orchids 3.00
CARNATION GIVEN WITH EACH CORSAGE

FREE DELIVERY

S Sidney Hoffman, Jr.
HOTEL KENMORE
KE 6-8875

Our Representatives

Ed Berninger
Howard Kothe

New York's best!

... from New York's Most Famous Brewery

Ruppert

Ruppert beer is aged slowly to the positive peak of golden- rich flavor. Today, say: "Make Mine Ruppert!"

Best Beer

New York's most famous brewery has ever produced. That's why demand for Ruppert beer is so consistent. If you haven't discovered Ruppert lately, you're missing beer at its best. It's extra-smooth... extra-mellow... extra- flavorful. For good reason. Each and every drop is aged a-o-e-w-y to the positive peak of golden-rich flavor. Today, say: "Make Mine Ruppert!"

Today, get the BEER YOU WANT TO RAISE YOUR GRADE IN 8:03?

Frequent Comfortable Dependable
Schedules Coaches Service
UNIVERSITY TRAVEL SERVICES
10 Brattle Street, Cambridge
KF 7-1600

GREYHOUND TERMINAL
40 Park Square, Boston, Mass.
CO 6-5400

Tuesday, November 16, 1948

Home for Thanksgiving!

Economic in the pack... Economic in the price...

HOLIDAY
An Adventure in Good Smoking

FREQUENT ARTICLES
Schedules Coaches Service
UNIVERSITY TRAVEL SERVICES
10 Brattle Street, Cambridge
KF 7-1600

GREYHOUND TERMINAL
40 Park Square, Boston, Mass.
CO 6-5400